
Federal: New FMLA Mental Health Resources

The U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division (WHD) enforces the Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA), which enables workers to take time off for mental health
treatment for themselves or to care for family members. The WHD provides educational
materials to assist in FMLA compliance along with the following new resources (released in
May 2022) for workers, their advocates, employers, and their representatives:

Fact Sheet #28O: Mental Health and the FMLA
Frequently Asked Questions
Press Release
Blog - The FMLA: Essential for Mental Health-Friendly Workplaces

The WHD website provides more information about the FMLA and other laws it enforces.
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https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/fmla
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/fact-sheets/28o-mental-health
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/fmla/mental-health
https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/whd/whd20220525
https://blog.dol.gov/2022/05/25/the-family-and-medical-leave-act-essential-for-mental-health-friendly-workplaces
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd


Federal Form I-9 Rule Flexibilities, One Ending and
Another Extended: Compliance Reminder

DHS Ending Temporary Policy for Form
I-9 Identity Documents

Beginning May 1, 2022, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is ending its temporary
Form I-9 policy that allows employers to accept List B documents that expired on or after
March 1, 2020. 

DHS adopted the temporary policy in response to the difficulty of renewing documents
during COVID. Since then, document-issuing authorities have reopened or provided
alternatives to in-person renewals. Starting May 1, 2022, employers must return to only
accepting unexpired List B documents.

Action Item

If an employee presented an expired List B document between May 1, 2020, and April 30,
2022, you need to update their Form I-9 by July 31, 2022, as follows:

If the employee is still employed, they must present an unexpired document from
either List A or List B. If presenting a List B document, it could be a renewed version of
the document previously provided, or a different List B document. You should enter
the document title, issuing authority, document number, and expiration date in the
“Additional Information” field of Section 2, and initial and date the change. USCIS
provides an example of how to do this here.
If the employee is no longer employed, no action is needed.
If the List B document was auto-extended by the issuing authority so that it was
technically unexpired when it was presented, no action is needed.

Remote Form I-9 Document Inspection
Flexibility Extended Until October 31,
2022 

DHS has once again extended the policy that provides employers with flexibility related to in-
person Form I-9 document inspection. This latest extension is in effect until October 31,
2022. 
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In March 2020, DHS began providing flexibility to certain employers who were hiring fully
remote workers due to COVID by suspending the in-person Form I-9 document inspection
requirement. This policy has been extended several times.

You can read the extension announcement here and keep an eye on this page for additional
Form I-9 news.

Note: This alert has been updated since its original publication to reflect DHS’ extension of
the in-person Form I-9 document inspection flexibility.
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